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Docker Downloads

• Total Downloads: 6.8 million
• Estimated Deployments: 531K
• Estimated New Downloads: 280K
• Estimated New Deployments: 85K
  • An 3x increase due to new calculation
  • Removed images no longer used from the average
  • This will correct over next few months
• ARM downloads: seeing a nice, small but steady linear growth
Contributions/Authors

- 26 active repositories
  - Down a few due to some repository removals for efficiencies
- 29 Contributors
  - Minus Dell team – back to normal
- 1 new author
- 142 commits
  - Right at the average
- 32239 LoC added
  - Above average
  - Mid release sized workload normal
  - All hands back at work
Code Stats

- Commits
- Monthly Authors
- Total Authors
- LoC